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Erin Andrews - Sharp Glaace
Rick Baker - Alias Dick
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December 9 and 10, 1983
Subal Theatre
8:15 p.m.
SCENE I
Film - Prelude: "Night City"
Sound - Annette Frei
Cinematography - Barbara Boylan
Opening Dance - "Between Parked Cars"
Choreography - Shelly Werner
Music - Robert Fripp
Entire Cast

"Upon Entry"
Choreography - Shelly Werner
Music - The Doors
Entire Cast

Out of a Bag
Choreography - Erin Andrews
Music - Jean Michael Jarre
Sharp Glance

SCENE II
Atypical Bar on a Tropical Night
Choreography - Victoria Burks
Music - Talking Heads
Entire Cast

50 Bucks for Love
Choreography - Judy Wallese, Annette Frei
Music - Shadowfax
Skills, The Squeeze, Natasha, Tweeter

Dream On
Choreography - Victoria Burks
Music - Abba

SCENE III
On the Street Again
Choreography - Barbara Boylan with collaboration of cast
Music - Shadowfax
Entire Cast

A Pair O'Noids
Improvisation
Music - Synergy
The Squeeze, Tweeter

Conforming with Non-Conformists
Choreography - Shelly Werner
Music - B 52's

Naked City
Choreography - Judy Wallese
Music - Jean Luc Ponty
Entire Cast

Intermission 5 minutes

SCENE IV
Opening at the Gallery
Costumes - Annette Frei
Choreography - Barbara Boylan
Music - Calixte Codex
Entire Cast

SCENE V
The Quadraplegic
Choreography - Barbara Boylan
Music - Lon Anderson
Conclusion
Choreography - Alison Under
Music - Herbie Hancock
Entire Cast

Intermission 10 minutes